Dialogue with families: an opportunity to build the Decalogue of school sport in a participatory way

Abstract

This paper presents the phases that families at three teaching centres went through to draw up their own behaviour decalogues in school sport competitions and deploy courses of action to improve the behaviour of families when they act as spectators. The teaching centres are located in the Basque Country, Bizkaia province (Spain). The schools have spent four years working on a range of research projects in a bid to transform school sport in such a way as to bring it into line with the educational philosophy of each school, since in the vast majority of cases school sport entails excessive levels of violence and unethical behaviour. Each step of the process was made possible by the actions of the sport coordinators who were responsible for providing the link between the seminary and the families through the help of the centre group.
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Introduction

From our conception of school sport to participational construction of the decalogue

The concept of school sport on which we are basing our experience is set in the Historical Territory of Bizkaia (Basque Country, Spain) and this is regulated by Bizkaia’s Diputación Foral (Provincial Council), governed by the regional regulations of the Basque Government. This government takes the view that School Sport covers sport activities at teaching centres outside actual school teaching hours and outside sport federations, that it is of an imminently formative and educational nature and that the main objective is sport as a way of life and not as a high-performance competitive activity.

The teaching centres studied in this paper strive to ensure that sport activities are governed by the same ethical codes as the other educational and academic activities carried on at the school. In previous research we succeeded in approaching a concept of School Sport reconstructed by the various agents at the three schools, in view of the importance attached by the three to School Sport and in connecting the philosophy of School Sport to the school’s own educational philosophy (Educational School Project) and our investigations commenced at this point. In the research group, after conducting a review of our own conceptions and consulting all the educational agents at the schools (pupils, families, teachers, sport coaches and head teachers), we created a common language in relation to what we understand by School Sport, since here we are referring to a physical fun activity with a socializing component, in which those in charge of education have a defined pedagogical intention on the issue. With respect to the fun component, we feel this differs from other definitions, since in our conception the fun component need not signify a quality physical activity, because the quality of School Sport will depend on the values that are attributed to it and on the educational nature of any proposals submitted. On certain occasions the game is characterized by unfair competition, long periods of inactivity for most of the children, dominance of play by only a few and in general an implicit acceptance of inappropriate sporting values. Thus we feel that sports and games have great pedagogical potential, which must be discovered by educators if it is to be realized.

The sport is a game with rules and that these constitute the standard for behaviour patterns or beliefs, since the rules explain who takes control in critical situations and what kind of sanction or solution is applied to undesirable forms of behaviour. In School Sport, the rules ought to be adapted to the characteristics of each participant. Schools are institutions with an enormous social responsibility and that the school must be at the service of society: schools understood as institutions are intended to attempt to serve the community and society in a broader sense. We must examine how knowledge is created and legitimized through them. They should not be closed off to potential contributions by pupils, since we feel that rules which merely impose sanctions do not educate and thus we are in favour of the participation of each pupil involved in sport and their families in drawing up the rules. The rules governing co-existence should be agreed upon, established and where necessary applied through participational procedures in which the pupils ought to play a major role; we should approach them, ask them how they see us, how they perceive us. Our point of view is that there should be a process of reflection as to who is responsible for making taking decisions with regard to rules, because we feel that not all rules are the sole responsibility of the educator and the issue of organization is at the very heart of the responsibilities of a teacher. It is, however, important to note that decisions relating to organization of the class are not the exclusive remit of the teacher; they ought to be taken in accordance with the pupils. The possible involvement of pupils in setting the rules leads us to a situation in which the teacher induces observance of rules that have been agreed upon by consensus consensuated and accepted by the group itself, because they are the reflection of the priority values and social-moral development we wish to foster among the members of that group.

The School Sport we believe in has a competitive component that may tend to seek out sporting excellence, or to achieve a collective benefit for one’s own group with attitudes of respect, hard work, the spirit of accomplishment surpassing with the intention of doing the right thing and playing fairly. These competitive activities should
serve to encourage positive values, and that competitions and their context should be conceived to give all the participants a reasonable chance of succeeding, in such a way as to enable them to overcome personal barriers. In the search for performance: There is a tendency to enhance the feelings of competence and incompetence with respect to physical activities. The game does not contain any teachings, nor is there any real commitment to creating a situation in which all pupils can develop appropriate sporting behaviour patterns and skills and also learn to feel good about themselves and their bodies.

The belief that sport enhances work on values is one aspect to which the seminar attaches great importance, but all this could be foiled by competition focused in the wrong direction. Our idea of competition is a confrontation in which it is necessary to show respect to all participants, be tolerant with different attitudes and establish links of friendship through proximity and attempt to get to know the other person, thereby allowing empathy to be developed between sportmen and sportswomen. This means that competition will teach girls and boys to be patient and to boost an image of themselves as patient or self-disciplined persons, by encouraging delays in gratification, understanding the values that influence personal development. Moreover, sport in education should create an atmosphere that does not ridicule children who have difficulties learning certain skills; an atmosphere in which attention is not paid solely to the most capable; an atmosphere that does not require competitive situations with technical resolution before this has been fully mastered; a situation that evaluates both effort and achievement, where the model of the champion athlete is not the sole criterion for a successful learning process.

We have already mentioned the socialization capacity of sport and in the same vein Trepat writes of the privileged space this affords us to work on positive values, though there is always the risk that we may be implementing intentions other than those we originally intended to implement. It is generally accepted that concepts such as camaraderie, the fighting spirit, knowing how to win, knowing how to lose graciously, respect for the rules are developed through playing sport. However, on the subject of values, it is understood that sport and competition can develop both positive and negative values, depending on the educational focus we are attempting to implement. The positive social values are cooperation, concern for others and respect for the various capabilities of others. On the other hand, the negative social values are being an egoist, being an individualist instead of working with others, valuing victory at any price, disdaining those who are different or who have difficulties with their movements.

In our work on values we cannot forget the families. There is an obvious need to carry out this work in coordination with the families, who must boost, motivate and stimulate their children at all times, without straying from the values that educational sport must promote, irrespective of the results obtained in the sport concerned. That certain social agents such the family, the media and the school with its teachers and monitors exert a great influence on educating children about values. So it was that, on the basis of a number of working initiatives and campaigns with families, we began this process of education and awareness among families through a number of research projects. The Basque Government’s sport violence committee has found that one of the main causes of violence in sport is rooted in school sport. More specifically, it claims that violence does not stem from the pupils, but rather from their families, whose behaviour influences the education of pupils, who are eventually caught up in the spiral of violence. This led to the preparation of a survey on how to take preventive action that would palliate these violent attitudes in families. Our research is based on these hypotheses and we perceive the potential opportunity, relevance and interest of our work in connection with any educational community.

**What were the reasons behind this project?**

We had conducted our investigations over four dimensions:

i. The need to coordinate School Sport and compulsory Physical Education classes
ii. The values implemented by School Sport
iii. Satisfaction with School Sport at the respective teaching centres
iv. The characteristics of School Sport towards which all efforts should be directed

The survey noted the need to prevent undesirable types of behaviour in families and the following research project worked towards this goal, which consisted of investigating which attitudes were considered undesirable by families, using an observation sheet to record the attitudes and this eventually produced a questionnaire, which we used to allow families to self-assess their behaviour patterns. The research revealed the necessity to create our common decalogue that would help us involve ourselves in the change of attitudes and this is the research covered by the paper.

**Research methodology in the decalogue creation process**

We availed ourselves of a research-action seminar to try to grasp the needs of the educational community, in a bid to draw up a transforming survey which would educate the participants as they carried out their research, and would induce them to revise their own attitudes to their children’s competition at school. Those involved were asked to contribute as active participants in the research. This was done so that requests for change would come from those who best understood what actually needed to be changed.

The families of the schools involved were treated as a case study, since this provides us with an in-depth survey of an event. There are three realities for the three schools and these converge at the seminar meetings (the global case). At the ikastolas, the coordinators created the “Centre Groups” containing a representative of all the groups and this helped us carry through all the discussion groups.

Our desire to comprehend the day-to-day educational realities of the attitudes adopted by the families to School Sport competition at each ikastola induced us to opt for an ethnographic study, to be carried out in situ. All the information from the educational process was drawn up from field notes taken at the seminar sessions. The approximate duration of the seminars was three hours and they were recorded in audio format. After listening to and transcribing the recordings, these were reviewed and the field notes were drawn up to set out all the comments and incidents during the sessions, whereupon the three university researchers categorized the notes and put them in order to the common criterion of inductive hermeneutic analysis.

The purpose of the study was to review and reflect on the attitudes provoked in the families by competition in School Sport, with the purpose of drawing up a decalogue that would set out desirable attitudes on the part of this group of families (Figure 2). The participants were the families, the coordinators, the seminar and the centre groups at...
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three Basque-language schools in Bizkaia province (Seber Altube in Gernika, Betik in Leioa and Azkue in Lekeitio).

The objectives were:

i. To draw up the declaration of principles at each centre for School Sport based on the Centre Education Project, a specific feature of each educational reality.

ii. To review the attitudes and behaviour patterns of the families and develop a training process that would give rise to the creation of a decalogue in which the families would feel they were playing a key role.

iii. To create awareness of the effects of certain attitudes on schoolgirls and schoolboys.

The structures involved in the research project and their functions

i. The Seminar carries out research and training activities and is composed of a BIE representative, three researchers representing the ikastolas taking part in the project (School Sport coordinators) and three University researchers.

ii. The Centre Group carries out research and training activities. There is a centre group for each ikastola and this is a working group composed of the following: the researcher representing the ikastola taking part in the seminar, the Physical Education teacher, a teacher at the school, a School Sport monitor, a representative of the families and a representative of pupils in the secondary school. It presents the study to the families at the meetings, to which family groups are invited and streamlines the discussion groups at the educational sessions in order to generate the decalogue and reflect on attitudes. Assisted by the coordinator, it conducts interviews and questionnaires, collates field notes, analyses them and contrasts the partial reports with the families.

iii. The Family Groups are the groups targeted by the project as the mothers and fathers of pupils involved in School Sport and they participate on a voluntary basis.

Following we can see at Figure 3 some of the joint task that the different structures did to obtain the purpose along those months.

How did the process evolve? The participants carry out a dialogue

To draw up the decalogue, training sessions were held with the families where the consequences of the behaviour patterns they adopt in the education of their children were questioned. The issues discussed up to that point were classified in the following dimensions: attitudes on interpersonal relationships, attitudes in relation to the result of the game, attitudes in relation to the decisions taken by referees and coaches and attitudes on fair play. The field notes set out the ideas that would assist the Centre Group in drawing up the decalogue. Construction of the decalogue commenced with a brainstorming process during the corresponding training session, after which the Centre Group drew up a decalogue as a proposal by each school on the basis of the minutes of the meeting and the opinions gathered during the sessions. The three decalogues were compared and produced for discussion by the facilitators and this produced the common decalogue for the three centres. This was to be publicly displayed at each school, with boxes for suggestions. Time was taken to reflect on the attitudes and to make comments concerning what was found to be desirable by each group.
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At the end of the discussion, we used the last 20 minutes to draw some conclusions. I threw out one and they then began to join in. Seeing that people were beginning to respond, I asked questions such as: Do you see these meetings as a positive thing? What are your views on creating a decalogue? And I noted down their comments as they made them. In the Centre Group later, using these conclusions and the field notes, we classified the ideas in the four dimensions and created the decalogue from the dimensions (Coordinator 2).

The members of the Centre Group decided the procedure for contrasting the notes gathered. The person taking notes was to contrast his or her notes with the other members of the Centre Group in attendance at the end of the sessions. When I arrived we had a quick look over the documentation, we added a few things and I told them that were enough and that we would analyze it in more depth at the Centre Group meeting (Coordinator 2). All the material was sent to the facilitators in such a way that we could see how closely the process for construction of the decalogues was being followed.

The material to be sent is the field notes with the reflections of the families, already contrasted by the Centre Group if possible, the recordings of the training session and the decalogue drawn up by the Centre Group (Coordinator 1). In our work as facilitators, we set out in a single document the aspects in which the three schools agreed and aspects that were mentioned by only one of them. The aim was to give back an overview to each centre of how the decalogue was being carried out at all the centres, to enable people in each Centre Group to perceive the trajectory covered. The joint decalogue was produced at the February seminar, drawn up by the facilitators from the decalogues produced by each centre. The coordinators showed it to the families at the centres and it was the subject of discussion at the seminar in March, in the knowledge that it was still subject to modification.

I focused on two or three of the things that were said that what is important to get involved, go to the matches and concern ourselves with the pupils. What is important is to get involved and, when we have a decalogue, to make sure it reaches all the families. Hold a meeting at the beginning of the school year to present the decalogue and explain the methodology that will be followed by the coaches (Coordinator 1).

An Appraisal was carried out in may of the process, the product and the experiment overall

Appraisal of the experiment

The item most appreciated in this research project was not that the review of the needs expressed by the various groups revealed that there was a decalogue on the behaviour patterns that families should adopt with regard to competition, but the actual process of creating the decalogue and the reflections generated during this process. These reflections gave them the chance to gain a new understanding of School Sport in their role as spectators and made them realise how important their attitudes are. About 5 or 6 years ago a School Sport decalogue was created at the ikastola. I really don’t know which is better or worse, but the difference between both of them lies in participation and that’s what I see as most important. I think the involvement of all the people at the ikastola gives it a boost that the previous decalogue did not have, pretty as it might have been. Also, I think we were all quite satisfied with the result and so that just adds to the general level of satisfaction (Coordinator 3).

The coordinators gave us some very positive feedback on the appraisals of the families, though they feel that all the effort put into it should be used to advantage by working with the material and so they are laying the foundations for the next research project: besides completing the decalogue, some very good conclusions were drawn; though it might seem easy, the consensus reached is significant. Logically, all the agents at the ikastola took part and that was noticeable in the result. The families are proud of their work and so is the Centre Group.

Selling the product will be extremely important and we have to tie up any loose ends for next year so we can really work on it. It’s a tool we should be using and so working in the Centre Group is very positive because ideas and ways of working arise spontaneously (even though it is not the time to talk about these now), they have discussed the possibility of working through tutorials, sport weeks etc. Apart from all that, what we have here is a tool that can easily produce some wonderful output (Parents 1). The coordinators see the decalogue as a tool which helped them in their reflections on School Sport philosophy at the centre, clearing up any misunderstandings and allowing a greater number of people to act with an attitude in closer proximity to what the coordinators wanted: It was useful to me for debating and working with the agents involved in School Sport. Normally it’s easier for us to work alone or internally when we’re thinking up a philosophy and targets for sport at the school. It’s obvious with this experiment that the more consensus there is, the more people will identify with it and will take an active part in relation to sport at our school (Coordinator 1).

The Centre Group succeeded in implementing a forum for sharing ideas and experiences, creating an atmosphere of reflection which questioned every issue from the point of view of the other party: The Centre Group served as a space for people from different backgrounds with different points of view to share a common objective. It was an enriching exercise and that makes the result all the more valid. We were made to think, we had to draw conclusions and after all that attitudes and behaviour patterns have certainly changed (those most closely involved in School Sport say they have changed in practice, too). This conclusion was shared by everyone (Parents, 3).

One of the aspects most appreciated by the families in the decalogue construction process was that it gave them the chance to reflect with family members and coaches on the way sport is treated: it enabled me to reflect on my behaviour and my attitude as a mother at games, training sessions, etc. I have realized that our attitude is a decisive factor in the future behaviour patterns of our sons and daughters and how easy it is to get it wrong. It has made me reflect and think that some things can change and that families must be educated on this issue (parents 1). They feel that there is still much to be done, that the process is slow and the effort considerable, but we knew that before we started. They are now suggesting that work should continue with the decalogue and that an educational school sport project (PDEC) be initiated.

Conclusion

The review of the needs expressed by the various groups revealed the importance of having a set of consensuated ideas on the behaviour of families.

i. An attempt was made to involve all the project players through the Centre Groups. This contact allowed them to reflect on a joint
basis and gave them the chance to listen to arguments from the point of view of the other person.

ii. A decalogue was created for each centre to reflect its educational philosophy and this has helped specify which kinds of behaviour are desirable.

iii. Participation of the families and the other project players was encouraged, the attitudes and behaviour patterns with respect to School Sport competition were reviewed and an awareness campaign was implemented on the impact of certain attitudes on pupils.

iv. Research-training teams were created at the teaching centres through those taking part in the seminars and collective reflection dynamics were built with regard to Physical Education and School Sport at ikastolas in Bizkaia forming part of the Bizkaia Ikastola Federation.

v. The decalogue construction process put them in a position where they had to think about issues to which they had previously paid no attention and this was an excellent starting point to implement a process of change.

We would not wish to conclude this text without expressing our gratitude to the coordinators, who made it possible to start up and streamline this experiment in their schools.
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